Mr. Lynn S. Beedle
Fritz Lab.
Lehigh Univ.

Bethlehem

LB I like equal arms, especially since we wish to check one of GAT's tests

Ran
Gray has looked this over and suggests loading on lines P1-P3 and P3-P3 to save one extension arm. I believe that Lehigh wants symmetrical loadings so the suggestion would be vetoed. I feel that symmetrical conditions are necessary.

Gray also believes and argues, that unless the knee itself is purposely built with a weakness in it, failure (or at least the weakest point) will be at the point of tangency of the extension with the knee.

The discussed test looks interesting. I hope they can glue some SR 4 gauges on the frame before encasing it.

[Signature]

10/16
Members, Lehigh Project Subcommittee
Structural Steel Committee
Welding Research Council

Gentlemen:

We are enclosing for your information a description of a test program which two students are going to perform this fall as part of their undergraduate studies.

The program will investigate the effect of the position of the load line on knee characteristics. Information as to the purpose, procedure, and elements to be tested is given in the enclosure.

We anticipate only incidental costs to the project. Any suggestions you have will be welcomed.

Sincerely yours,

E. Russell Johnston, Jr.
Assistant Professor of C.E.

Lynn S. Beadle
Assistant to the Director

Encl.

CC. Prof. J.F. Baker
    Mr. LaMotte Grover
    Mr. J.D. Griffiths
    Mr. William Sprargen
    ONR Scientific Section (NY)
    Armed Forces Special Weapons Project
Suggested Project

The testing and analysis of one or more structural knees in order to ascertain the effect on their characteristics of the position of the load line.

Background

During the past year extensive tests have been performed on structural knees. These tests were part of a larger investigation being conducted at Fritz Engineering Laboratory on the "Ultimate Strength of Welded Continuous Frames and their Components".

In these tests the knees were tested as shown in Figure 1. A loading arm (member BC) was welded to each knee and the load applied at C. In all cases the knees were loaded until complete failure occurred.

Purpose of Project

In the above tests each knee was tested under a single position of the load (i.e., a single length of loading arm). For the built-up knees this was selected at the "worst loading condition". It is now proposed that a knee be tested under several load positions as shown in Figure 2.

The reason for these tests is shown in Figure 3, where the plastic hinge capacity of each section of the knee is plotted against the distance from A. The bending moment diagrams at maximum load are also drawn for load position 1 and 3.

The moment diagram for loading 3 intersects the capacity curve at point A; thus a hinge should develop at A. Likewise the moment diagram for loading 1 intersects the capacity curve at point B and should develop a hinge at B. Thus if the strength of the knee be defined as the maximum moment occurring at point A, it is seen that the position of the load has an effect on the strength. It is the purpose of these tests to investigate this effect. An analytical investigation of this problem should also be made in an attempt to correlate the position of the load line and the characteristics of the knee.

Procedure

A typical welded haunched knee (Type 2B) will be fabricated. To this, loading arms (8B13) will be welded. This knee has been tested previously. The loading arm for the first test will be made long enough to assure that a plastic hinge develops in the loading arm at point B.
After loading this combination to failure the loading arm will be replaced by a shorter member and the test repeated. This procedure will be repeated until the hinge is developed inside the knee.

General

In addition to the above test program it is planned to test two additional knees. One knee will be encased in concrete in accordance with standard fireproofing techniques; the purpose of this test is to furnish an indication of the buckling restraint afforded by standard encasement. The second additional test will repeat a knee test performed last year in which the lateral support was insufficient.

This project will require one semester to complete and can carry three credit hours.
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